Abstract-Managing criticality in task-based programming models opens a wide range of performance and power optimization opportunities in future manycore systems. Criticality aware task schedulers can benefit from these opportunities by scheduling tasks to the most appropriate cores. However, these schedulers may suffer from priority inversion and static binding problems that limit their expected improvements.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, power limits and thermal dissipation constraints have extolled the importance of energy efficiency in microprocessor designs. For this reason, modern computer systems implement different hardware mechanisms that allow to reconfigure the computational capability of the system, aiming to maximize performance under affordable power budgets. For example, per-core power gating and Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) are common reconfiguration techniques available on commodity hardware [1] , [2] . In SMT processors, the number of SMT threads per core or the decode priority can be adjusted [3] , [4] , while in multicores, the prefetcher aggressiveness, the memory controller or the last-level cache space assigned to an application can be changed [5] - [7] . More recently, reconfigurable systems that support core fusion or that can transform traditional high performance out-of-order cores into highly-threaded inorder SMT cores when required, have been shown to achieve significant reductions in terms of energy consumption [8] , [9] . However, the problem of optimally reconfiguring the hardware is not solved in general as all the aforementioned solutions rely on effective but ad-hoc mechanisms. Combining such solutions for a wide set of reconfiguration problems is complex [4] , and introduces a significant burden on the programmer.
Recent advances in programming models recover the use of task-based data-flow programming models to simplify parallel programming in future manycores [10] - [15] . In these models the programmer splits the code in sequential pieces of work, called tasks, and specifies the data and control dependences between them. With this information the runtime system manages the parallel execution, scheduling tasks to cores and taking care of synchronization among them. These models not only ease programmability, but also can increase performance by avoiding global synchronization points. However, the issue of controlling reconfigurable hardware when using this simple data-flow model is still not properly solved in the literature.
This work advocates an integrated system in which the task-based runtime system controls hardware reconfiguration according to the criticality of the different tasks in execution. As such, the runtime can either schedule the most critical tasks to the fastest hardware components or reconfigure those components where the highly-critical tasks run. In this way, the programmer only has to provide simple and intuitive annotations and does not need to explicitly control the way the load is balanced, how the hardware is reconfigured, or whether a particular power budget is met. Such responsibilities are mainly left to the runtime system, which decouples the software and hardware layers and drives the design of specific hardware components to support such functions when required. To reconfigure the computation power of the system, we consider DVFS, as it is a common reconfiguration capability on commodity hardware. However, our criticality aware approach can target reconfiguration of any hardware component, as no DVFS specific assumptions are made.
The main contributions of the paper are:
• We compare two mechanisms for estimating task criticality with user-defined static annotations and with a dynamic solution operating at execution time. Both approaches are effective, but the simpler implementation of the user-defined static annotations provides slightly better performance and EDP results.
• We introduce Criticality Aware Task Acceleration (CATA), a runtime system level technique that recon-figures the frequency of the cores while keeping the whole processor under a certain power budget. Average improvements reach 18.4% and 30.1% in execution time and EDP over a baseline scheduler on a 32-core system. • For some applications, the DVFS reconfiguration penalties caused by inherent serialization issues can become a performance bottleneck. To overcome this problem, we introduce a hardware component denoted Runtime Support Unit (RSU), which relieves the runtime system of carrying out frequency reconfigurations and can be easily incorporated on top of existing solutions [16] - [18] . For sensitive applications, up to an additional 8.5% improvement in performance is obtained over CATA. The integrated solution proposed in this paper, which goes from the source code to the hardware level passing through the runtime and the operating system, shows the need for a multi-layer approach to optimally exploit the heterogeneity and reconfiguration possibilities of future manycore systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background on the work. Section III presents our approaches for task criticality-aware task acceleration. The experimental setup and evaluation results are detailed in Sections IV and V. Related work is discussed in Section VI and, finally, Section VII draws the main conclusions of this work.
II. BACKGROUND
This section describes the characteristics of task-based programming models, the concept of criticality in them, the scheduling techniques to exploit such criticality in heterogeneous architectures and the problems they present.
A. Task-Based Programming Models
Task-based programming models such as OpenMP 4.0 [10] conceive the execution of a parallel program as a set of tasks with dependences among them. Typically, the programmer adds code annotations to split the serial code in tasks that can potentially run in parallel. Each annotation defines a different task type, while every execution of a given task type is denoted a task instance. Also, the programmer specifies what data is used by each task (called input dependences) and what data is produced (called output dependences). The runtime system is in charge of managing the execution of the tasks, releasing the programmer from the burden of explicitly synchronizing tasks and scheduling them to cores, thus easing programmability.
In order to manage task execution the runtime system builds a task dependence graph (TDG), a directed acyclic graph where nodes represent tasks and edges dependences among them. Similarly to how an out-of-order processor schedules instructions, the runtime system schedules a task on a core when all its input dependences are ready and, when the execution of the task finishes, its output dependences become ready for the next tasks. This execution model decouples the hardware from the application, allowing to apply many optimizations at runtime level in a generic and applicationagnostic way [19] , [20] . For instance, the information found in the task dependences can be exploited to perform data prefetching [21] or efficient data communication between tasks [22] , [23] . In this context, this paper exploits for the first time the opportunities that task criticality information available in the runtime system offer to reconfigure current multicores.
B. Task Criticality in Task-Based Programming Models
Criticality represents the extent to which a particular task is in the critical path of a parallel application. In general, criticality is difficult to estimate as the execution flow of an application is dynamic and input-dependent. Two approaches can be used to estimate the criticality of a task.
One approach is to dynamically determine the criticality of the tasks during the execution of the application, exploring the TDG of tasks waiting for execution and assigning higher criticality to those tasks that belong to the longest dependency path [24] . Figure 1 shows a synthetic example of this method. In the TDG on the left, each node represents a task, each edge of the graph represents a dependence between two tasks, and the shape of the node represents its task type. The number inside each node is the bottom-level (BL) of the task, which is the length of the longest path in the dependency chains from this node to a leaf node. The criticality of a task is derived from its BL, where tasks with the highest BL and their descendants in the longest path are considered critical. Consequently, the square nodes in Figure 1 are considered critical.
The bottom-level approach does not require any input from the programmer and it can dynamically adapt to different phases of the application. However, this method has some limitations. First, exploring the TDG every time a task is created can become costly, specially in dense TDGs with short tasks. Second, the task execution time is not taken into account as only the length of the path to the leaf node is considered. Third, only a sub-graph of the TDG is considered to estimate criticality and some tasks marked as critical in such partial TDG may not be critical in the complete TDG.
Another approach is to statically assign criticality to the tasks, either using compiler analysis or allowing the programmer to annotate them. For this purpose, we have extended the task directive in OpenMP 4.0 to specify criticality, #pragma omp task criticality(c). The parameter c represents the criticality level assigned to the given task type. Critical tasks have higher values of c, while non-critical tasks have a value of c = 0. The bottom left part of Figure 1 shows how this directive is used to assign the criticality of the three different task types in the example, where square nodes are considered critical, while triangular and circular nodes are estimated as non-critical. In this example and for the sake of simplicity, tasks are assigned to the same criticality level with both approaches (static annotations and bottom-level), but this does not happen in general.
The main problem of static annotations is that estimating the criticality of a task can be complex and input dependent. However, by analyzing the execution of the application it is feasible to identify tasks that block the execution of other tasks, or tasks with long execution times that could benefit from running in fast processing elements.
The task criticality information obtained with any of these approaches can be exploited by the runtime system in multiple ways, specially in the context of heterogeneous systems.
C. Criticality-Aware Task Scheduling and Limitations
The task scheduler is a fundamental part of task-based runtime systems. Its goal is to assign tasks to cores, maximizing the utilization of the available computational resources and ensuring load balance. The typical scheduler of task-based runtime systems assigns tasks to available cores in a first in, first out (FIFO) manner without considering the criticality of the tasks. In this approach, tasks that become ready for execution are kept in a ready queue until there is an available core. The main limitation of the FIFO scheduler when running on heterogeneous systems is that tasks are assigned blindly to fast or slow cores, regardless of their criticality.
A Criticality-Aware Task Scheduler [24] (CATS) can solve the blind assignment problem of the FIFO scheduler. CATS is focused on heterogeneous architectures, ensuring that critical tasks are executed on fast cores and assigning non-critical tasks to slow cores. As shown in Figure 1 , CATS splits the ready queue in two: a high priority ready queue (HPRQ), and a low priority ready queue (LPRQ). Tasks identified as critical are enqueued in the HPRQ and non-critical ones in the LPRQ. When a fast core is available it requests a task to the HPRQ, and the first ready task is scheduled on the core. If the HPRQ is empty, a task from the LPRQ can be scheduled on a fast core. If no tasks are ready, the core remains idle until some ready task is available. Similarly, slow cores look for tasks in the LPRQ. Task stealing from the HPRQ is accepted only if no fast cores are idling. Figure 1 illustrates the runtime system extensions and the scheduling decisions for the synthetic TDG on the left.
CATS solves the blind assignment problem of FIFO schedulers. However, even if it considers the criticality of the tasks, it may present misbehaviors in the scheduling decisions that lead to load imbalance in heterogeneous architectures:
• Priority inversion: when a critical task has to be scheduled and all the fast cores are in use by non-critical tasks, it is scheduled to a slow core.
• Static binding for the task duration: when a task finishes executing on a fast core, this core can be left idle even if other critical tasks are running on slow cores. These problems happen because the computational capabilities of the cores are static and, once a task is scheduled to a core, it is not possible to re-distribute resources if the original circumstances change. In order to overcome these limitations, this paper proposes a runtime-driven criticality-aware task acceleration scheme, resulting in a responsive system that executes critical tasks on fast cores and re-distributes the computational capabilities of the architecture to overcome the priority inversion and static binding problems.
III. CRITICALITY-AWARE TASK ACCELERATION USING DVFS RECONFIGURATIONS
This section proposes to exploit reconfiguration opportunities that task criticality information can provide to the runtime system to perform Criticality-Aware Task Acceleration (CATA) in task-based programming models. First, a pure software approach where the runtime system drives the reconfigurations according to the criticality of the running tasks is introduced. Then, hardware extensions required to support fast reconfigurations from the runtime system are described in detail.
DVFS is selected as a proof-of-concept for the reconfiguration mechanism, as it allows to accelerate different cores and it is already present in the majority of current architectures. Nevertheless, the proposed ideas and the runtime system extensions are generic enough to be applied or easily adapted to other reconfiguration techniques. We further assume that two frequency levels are allowed in the system, which can be efficiently implemented with dual-rail V dd circuitry [25] . Extending the proposed ideas to more levels of acceleration is left as future work. In addition, Section VI discusses other reconfiguration approaches that could benefit from the ideas proposed in this paper.
A. Criticality-Aware Runtime-Driven DVFS Reconfiguration
The runtime system is extended with several structures to manage hardware reconfiguration according to the criticality of the tasks. Figure 2 shows these extensions. Similar to the CATS scheduler, the runtime system splits the ready queue in a HPRQ for the critical tasks and a LPRQ for the non-critical tasks. To manage the reconfigurations, the Reconfiguration Support Module (RSM) tracks the state of each core (Accelerated or Non-Accelerated), the criticality of the task that is being executed on each core (Critical, NonCritical, or No Task), and the power budget. The power budget is represented as the maximum amount of cores that can simultaneously run at the fastest frequency, and is provided to the runtime system as a parameter.
When a core requests a new task to the scheduler it first tries to assign critical tasks from the HPRQ and, if no critical tasks are ready, a non-critical task from the LPRQ is selected. If there is enough power budget the core is set to the fastest power state, even for non-critical tasks. If there is no available power budget and the task is critical, the runtime system looks for an accelerated core executing a non-critical task, decreases its frequency, and accelerates the core of the new task. In the case that all fast cores are running critical tasks, the incoming task cannot be accelerated, so it is tagged as non-accelerated. Every time an accelerated task finishes, the runtime system decelerates the core and, if there is any non-accelerated critical task, one of them is accelerated.
To drive CPU frequency and voltage changes, the runtime system uses the standard interface provided by the cpufreq daemon of the Linux kernel. The cpufreq daemon governor is set to accept changes from user space. Figure 2 shows how the runtime system communicates with the cpufreq framework. Frequency and voltage changes are performed by writing the new power state in a configuration file mapped in the file system, having one file per core. The cpufreq daemon triggers an interrupt when it detects a write to one of these files, and the kernel executes the cpufreq driver. The driver writes the new power state in the DVFS controller, establishing the new voltage and frequency values for the core, and then the architecture starts the DVFS transition. Finally, the kernel updates all its internal data structures related to the clock frequency and returns the control to the runtime system. Although this approach is able to solve the priority inversion and static binding issues by reconfiguring the computational capabilities assigned to the tasks, it raises a new issue for performance: reconfiguration serialization. Some steps of the software-driven reconfiguration operations inherently need to execute sequentially, since concurrent updates could transiently set the system in an illegal state that exceeds the power budget. Furthermore, invoking an interrupt and running the corresponding cpufreq driver in the kernel space can become a performance bottleneck. As a result, all the steps required to reconfigure the core frequency can last from tens of microseconds to over a millisecond in our experiments, becoming a potential point of contention for large core counts.
B. Architectural Support for DVFS Reconfiguration
With the trend towards highly parallel multicores the frequency of reconfigurations will significantly increase. This will be exacerbated by the increasing trend towards fine-grain task programming models with specific hardware support for task Fig. 3 . Architectural and runtime system support for Criticality-Aware Task Acceleration (CATA) using DVFS reconfigurations. The RSU module implements the hardware reconfiguration functionality, and stores the same information as the RSM, plus the DVFS levels to use with Accelerated and Not Accelerated tasks.
creation, data-dependencies detection and scheduling [26] - [28] . Consequently, software-driven reconfiguration operations be inefficient in future multicores. In such systems, hardware support for runtime-driven reconfigurations arises as a suitable solution to reduce contention in the reconfiguration process.
We propose a new hardware unit, the Runtime Support Unit (RSU), which implements the reconfiguration algorithm explained in the previous section. The RSU avoids continuous switches from user to kernel space, reducing the latency in reconfigurations and removing contention due to reconfiguration serialization. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the RSU tracks the state of each core and the criticality of the running tasks to decide hardware reconfigurations and notify per-core frequency changes to the DVFS controller.
1) RSU Management
The RSU stores the criticality of the task running on each core (Critical, Non-Critical, or No Task), the status of each core (Accelerated or Non-Accelerated), the corresponding Accelerated and Non-Accelerated Power Levels to configure the DVFS controller, and the overall power budget for the system.
To manage the RSU, the ISA is augmented with initialization, reset and disabling instructions (rsu_init, rsu_reset, and rsu_disable, respectively), and control instructions to notify the beginning of the execution of tasks (rsu_start_task(cpu,critic)) and the completion of tasks (rsu_end_task(cpu)). Finally, another instruction is added to read the criticality of a task running in the RSU for virtualization purposes (rsu_read_critic(cpu)).
An alternative implementation could manage the RSU through a memory mapped schema. We have selected the ISA extension approach due to its simple implementation. As the RSU is only accessed twice per executed task, both solutions are expected to behave similarly.
2) RSU Operation
The RSU reconfigures the frequency and the voltage of each core upon two different events: task execution start and end. Whenever one of these two events occurs, the RSU inspects its current state to determine which cores have to be accelerated and which ones decelerated. This decision is taken with the same algorithm presented in Section III-A. When a task starts and there is available power budget the core is accelerated. If the task is critical and there is no power budget available but a non-critical task is accelerated, the core of the non-critical task is decelerated and then the core of the new task is accelerated. If all the other tasks are critical the new task is executed at low frequency. When a task finishes the RSU decelerates its core and, if there is a critical task running on a non-accelerated core, it is accelerated.
3) RSU Virtualization
The operating system (OS) saves and restores the task criticality information at context switches. When a thread is preempted the OS reads the criticality value from the RSU and stores it in the associated kernel thread_struct data structure. The OS then sets a No Task value in the RSU to re-schedule the remaining tasks. When a thread is restored its task criticality value is written to the RSU. This design allows several concurrent independent applications to share the RSU.
4) Area and Power Overhead
The RSU requires a storage of 3 bits per core for the criticality and status fields, and log 2 num cores bits for the power budget. In addition, two registers are required to configure the critical and non-critical power states of the DVFS controller. These registers require log 2 num power states bits and are set to the appropriate values at OS boot time. This results in a total storage cost of 3 × num cores + log 2 num cores + 2 × log 2 num power states bits. The overhead of the RSU has been evaluated using CACTI [29] . Results show that the RSU adds negligible overheads in area (less than 0.0001% in a 32-core processor) and in power (less than 50μW ).
5) Integration of RSU and TurboMode
The RSU can be seen as an extension to TurboMode implementations such as Intel's Turbo Boost [16] , AMD Turbo Core [17] , or dynamic TurboMode [18] . TurboMode allows active cores to run faster by using the power cap of the sleeping cores. A core is considered active as long as it is in the C 0 or C 1 ACPI power states: C 0 means that the core is actively executing instructions, while C 1 means that it has been briefly paused by executing the halt instruction in the OS scheduler. If a core remains in a C 1 state for a long period, the OS suggests to move the core to C 3 or a deeper power state, considering it inactive. Transitions between different power states are decided in a hardware microcontroller integrated in the processor die. Whenever a core is set to C 3 or deeper power state, some of the active cores in the C 0 state can increase their frequency as long as it does not exceed the overall power budget. Thus, the RSU registers could be added to the TurboMode microcontroller to accelerate parallel applications according to the task criticality with minimal hardware overhead.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We employ Gem5 [30] to simulate an x86 full-system environment that includes application, runtime system and OS. Gem5 has been extended with a DVFS controller that allows to reconfigure the voltage and the frequency of each core [31] . Two frequency levels are allowed, 1 and 2 GHz, similar to an efficient dual-rail V dd implementation [25] . In addition, using a process technology of 22 nm and the default clock gating scheme of the tool. We perform simulations with 32 cores, using the detailed out-of-order CPU and detailed memory model of Gem5 configured as shown in Table I . Three heterogeneous configurations are considered: 25%, 50%, and 75% of fast cores, which corresponds to 8, 16, and 24 fast cores out of the total of 32 cores. In the experiments with CATS, the frequency of each core does not change during the execution, simulating a heterogeneous multicore with different performance ratios among cores. For CATA, the DVFS module varies core frequencies, reassigning the computational power across cores without exceeding the total power budget. The simulated system is a Gentoo Linux with a kernel 2.6.28-4. Nanos++ 0.7a [11] is used for the task runtime library, which supports OpenMP 4.0 constructs [10] and task criticality annotations. We have developed a driver to manage the DVFS controller within the cpufreq framework. Nanos++ requests frequency changes to the cpufreq framework by writing to a specific set of files, one per core. Any modification to these files triggers the cpufreq daemon to invoke the developed driver that sets the DVFS controller to the requested state. Note that this is the same mechanism found in real systems that support user space governors for DVFS.
To test the different proposals, we make use of a subset of six benchmarks from PARSECSs [33] , a task-based implementation of the PARSEC suite [34] all the experiments and the whole parallel section of each benchmark is simulated. The selected benchmarks are representative state-of-theart parallel algorithms from different areas of computing and exploit different parallelization approaches: Blackscholes and Swaptions use fork-join parallelism, Fluidanimate is a 3D stencil, and Bodytrack, Dedup and Ferret use pipeline parallelism. For versions with static annotations, each task type is annotated with the desired criticality level. Fluidanimate has the maximum number of task types, eight, and on average, four criticality annotations were provided. To chose the proper criticality level, we make use of existing profiling tools to visualize the parallel execution of the application and identify its critical path. We complement this analysis with the criticality level identified by the bottom-level approach to decide the final criticality level of each task type. Figure 4 shows the execution time speedup and the normalized Energy-Delay-Product (EDP) of the four different software-only implementations of the system: FIFO, two variants of CATS which employ bottom-level (CATS+BL) and static annotations (CATS+SA) as criticality estimation methods, and CATA, which is analyzed in the next section. All results are normalized to the FIFO scheduler.
V. EVALUATION A. Criticality-Aware Task Scheduling
Results show that CATS solves the blind assignment problem of FIFO, providing average speedups of up to 5.6% for CATS+BL and up to 7.2% for CATS+SA with 8 fast cores. Static annotations perform better in these applications than bottom-level, which was originally designed and evaluated for HPC applications [24] . This happens because the static annotations approach does not suffer the overhead of exploring the TDG of the application, in contrast to bottom-level.
However, not all benchmarks benefit from exploiting task criticality in CATS. Fork-join or stencil applications (Blackscholes, Swaptions and Fluidanimate) present tasks with very similar criticality levels. As a result, scheduling critical tasks to fast cores does not significantly impact performance. In fact, the overheads of the bottom-level approach can degrade performance, reaching up to a 9.8% slowdown in Fluidanimate, where each task can have up to nine parent tasks.
Applications with complex TDGs based on pipelines (Bodytrack, Dedup and Ferret) benefit more from CATS. These applications contain tasks with significantly different criticality levels. For example, in the case of Dedup and Ferret there are compute-intensive tasks followed by I/O-intensive tasks to write results that are in the critical path of the application. In these cases, a proper identification and scheduling of critical tasks yields important performance improvements, reaching up to 20,2% in Dedup. In the case of Bodytrack, task duration can change up to an order of magnitude among task types. Since CATS+BL identifies critical tasks based only on the length of the critical path in the TDG, it obtains smaller performance improvements than CATS+SA. In the case of Dedup and Ferret, both schedulers perform similarly, although the lower overhead of CATS+SA slightly favors performance in some cases. Figure 4 also shows the normalized EDP of all the mechanisms. We observe that the improvements in execution time translate into energy savings. CATS+SA obtains average EDP reductions between 8.2% and 11.4%, while CATS+BL EDP reductions ranges between 3.7% and 8.2%. Fork-join or stencil applications do not obtain significant EDP reduction. It is noticeable the effect of CATS+BL overhead in the case of Fluidanimate with 8 fast cores, as EDP increases by 22.1% over the baseline. In contrast, significant EDP improvements occur in the benchmarks with complex TDGs, achieving EDP reductions up to 31.4% in Dedup with 16 fast cores.
B. Criticality-Aware Task Acceleration
CATA can dynamically reconfigure the DVFS settings of the cores based on the criticality of the tasks they execute, avoiding the static binding and priority inversion issues of CATS, as discussed in Section II-C. Figure 4 shows the performance and EDP improvements that CATA achieves over FIFO. Based on the results in Section V-A, we evaluate CATA using static annotations for criticality estimation.
Results show that CATA achieves average speedups of 15.9% to 18.4% over FIFO, and from 8.2% to 12.7% better than CATS+SA. The main improvements of CATA are obtained in fork-join or stencil applications, in particular Swaptions and Fluidanimate. In these applications, when tasks finish their execution before a synchronization point, CATA reassigns the available power budget to the remaining executing tasks, reducing the load imbalance. In contrast, in Blackscholes the number of tasks is very large and the load imbalance is low. This causes CATA to provide minimal performance benefits and even to present slight slowdowns with 24 fast cores. The slowdown is due to the overhead of frequency reconfigurations. In the applications with pipeline parallelism the performance improvement over CATS is lower, but still CATA obtains noticeable speedups of up to 28% in Bodytrack with 8 fast cores. CATA average improvements in EDP are significant, ranging from 25.4% to 30.1%. These gains are larger than the improvements in execution time as CATA reduces the power consumption of idle cores while it avoids priority inversion and static binding problems. Benchmarks with a large amount of load imbalance such as Swaptions and Fluidanimate dramatically reduce EDP, halving the baseline with 24 fast cores. When a task finishes and there are no other tasks ready to execute, CATA decelerates the core reducing the average number of fast cores decreasing power consumption.
C. Architecturally Supported CATA
Despite the significant performance and power benefits, CATA can be further improved by reducing the overhead of reconfiguring the computational power of the cores. As described in Section III-B, frequency reconfigurations have to be serialized to avoid potentially harmful power states. In CATA this is done using locks and, as a result, it suffers from reconfiguration serialization overheads as the number of cores increases. This issue can become a bottleneck when one of the two following conditions hold: i) the amount of time spent performing reconfigurations is significant, or ii) the distribution of reconfigurations over time has a bursty behavior, which is the case in applications with synchronization barriers.
An analysis of the execution of the applications shows that the average reconfiguration latency of CATA ranges from 11 μs to 65 μs. However, maximum lock acquisition times in Blackscholes, Fluidanimate and Bodytrack reach several milliseconds (from 4.8 ms to 15 ms) due to lock contention. Additionally, although the average overhead of the reconfiguration time of the six applications ranges acceptable values of 0.03% to 3.49%, this overhead can be in the critical path and introduce load imbalance, increasing execution time significantly more than this average percentage as a result.
The RSU hardware component introduced in Section III-B speeds up reconfigurations and avoids taking locks as it centralizes all the reconfiguration operations. Figure 5 shows performance and EDP results using CATA, CATA+RSU and also TurboMode, which is discussed in the next section. Results are normalized to the FIFO scheduler to ease the comparison with Figure 4 . On average, CATA+RSU further improves the performance of CATA, reaching an average 20.4% improvement over FIFO on a 32-core processor with 16 fast cores (and 3.9% faster than CATA). Performance improvements are most noticeable in applications that suffer lock contention (Blackscholes, Fluidanimate and Bodytrack), reaching an average speedup over CATA of 4.4% on the analyzed applications, significantly reducing the performance degradation shown by Blackscholes with 24 fast cores, and achieving 8.5% speedup over CATA in Bodytrack with 24 fast cores. CATA+RSU reaches a maximum speedup over FIFO of 40.2% in Fluidanimate with 24 fast cores. Regarding the other applications (Swaptions, Dedup and Ferret), the additional improvements are on average small as lock contention is very low. Observed performance differences are mainly caused by changes in scheduling decisions induced by reconfigurations.
In EDP the average improvements range from 29.7% to 34.0% over FIFO and from 5.6% to 7.4% over CATA. The main reasons behind EDP reduction are the performance improvements and faster reconfigurations. Furthermore, in applications with a high lock contention the EDP reductions against CATA range from 4.0% to 9.4%. This proves the effectiveness of the proposed CATA+RSU and justifies the usefulness of such architectural support.
D. Comparison with Other Proposals
Finally, we compare CATA and CATA+RSU with an implementation of TurboMode [18] . For a fair comparison, our implementation of TurboMode considers the same two frequencies as in the previous experiments, with an overall power budget assigned in terms of maximum number of fast cores. TurboMode is not aware of task criticality, so the base FIFO scheduler is employed and all active cores (in state C 0 ) are assumed to be running critical tasks. Whenever an accelerated core executes the halt instruction triggered by the OS to transition from C 0 to C 1 state, the core notifies the TurboMode controller. The TurboMode controller lowers the frequency of the core, selects a random active core, and accelerates it. When the OS awakes a sleeping core, it notifies the TurboMode controller, and the core is accelerated only if there is enough power budget. Being able to quickly accelerate or decelerate at the C 1 state benefits applications with barriers or short idle loops, which do not need to wait for deeper sleeping states to yield their power budget to other cores. Figure 5 shows the performance and EDP results of TurboMode. On average, TurboMode obtains slightly worse results than CATA, reaching between 14.4% and 15.7% performance improvements over FIFO. CATA+RSU outperforms TurboMode, with speedups between 4.0% and 5.3% and equivalent hardware cost. TurboMode presents competitive performance with CATA+RSU in fork-join and stencil applications (Blackscholes, Swaptions and Fluidanimate), but at the cost of higher energy consumption. This happens because CATA+RSU reconfigures the frequencies right at the moment that a task finishes its execution, while with TurboMode the reconfiguration must wait until the thread goes to sleep and triggers the halt instruction in the OS scheduler. In pipeline applications that overlap different types of tasks (Bodytrack, Dedup and Ferret), TurboMode performs worse than CATA+RSU with performance degradations up to 18.7% in Bodytrack with 24 fast cores. In the case of EDP results, pipeline applications obtain moderate improvements, with average results close to the ones obtained with CATS+SA.
TurboMode significantly improves performance over FIFO as it can solve the static binding issue. Since TurboMode is not aware of what is being executed in each core and its corresponding criticality, it may accelerate a non-critical task or runtime idle-loops. In contrast, CATA and CATA+RSU always know what to accelerate, effectively obtaining performance improvements. However, we have observed that TurboMode exhibits some characteristics that our proposals could benefit from. A thread executing a task can suddenly issue a halt instruction if the task requires any kernel service that suspends the core for a while; I/O operations, contention on locks that protects the page-fault and memory allocation routines are some examples that we have measured in Swaptions, Dedup and Ferret applications. CATA approaches are not aware of this situation causing the halted core to retain its accelerated state. On the contrary, TurboMode can drive that computing power to any other core that is doing useful work.
VI. RELATED WORK

A. Task-Based Programming Models
All the task-based programming models that have emerged in the last years can benefit from the ideas in this paper. To attain this goal, these programming models require some basic support to identify task criticality. The static annotations approach can be easily adopted in all task-based programming models by incorporating compiler directives or language extensions that allow programmers to express the criticality of the tasks. In contrast, the bottom-level approach [24] is only suitable for task-based programming models that manage the execution of the tasks with a TDG, such as OpenMP 4.0 [10] , OmpSs [11] , Intel TBB [35] , Codelets [12] , StarPU [13] , task extensions for Cilk [15] , and Legion [14] , but cannot be applied to task-based programming models that require the programmer to manage the execution of the tasks, either by organizing them manually (like in Sequoia [36] ) or adding explicit synchronization between tasks (like in Charm++ [37] , Habanero [38] ). Provided that task criticality information is present in the runtime system of any task-based programming model, the extensions proposed in this paper can also be incorporated to accelerate critical tasks.
B. Criticality Estimation and Exploitation
The identification of critical code segments of parallel applications has been studied in fork-join programming models, where performance is often conditioned by the slowest thread. Meeting Points [39] instruments programs to monitor the progress of each thread and boosts the execution in delayed cores. However, it only works for balanced programs, in which all threads run the same loop count with similar amount of computation. DCB [40] extends the model to unbalanced loops and to threads with different code in pipeline parallel programs, using an epoch-based approach in the latter case. However, it requires a significant profiling and instrumentation of the application. BIS [41] and Criticality Stacks [42] determine criticality based on hardware counters and idle thread detection, and raise frequency accordingly. Additional proposals migrate threads to fast cores [43] , [44] or perform task stealing [45] . These approaches are suitable for traditional fork-join programming models where all threads perform similar computation. However, they are not applicable to task-based programming models where tasks have different criticality according to the task dependence graph.
C. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
DVFS exploits slack in the computation to lower voltage and frequency, and save energy. Per-core DVFS is introduced by Donald and Martonosi [1] in the context of thermal management. Fine-grained DVS employing on-chip buck converters for per-core voltage switching is first studied by Kim et al. [46] . A significant drawback of on-chip regulators is their low energy efficiency, especially for low voltages. Dual-rail V dd systems used for near-threshold designs [47] , [48] , are more energy efficient but only for two possible frequencies. Due to its energy efficiency and low switching latency, we consider dual-rail V dd support in our evaluation, although our proposals can be adapted to other DVFS support as well as other hardware reconfiguration capabilities.
DVFS is typically used to save energy in program phases where running at the highest frequency is not crucial for performance. These phases can be either determined at compile time [49] or tracking the evolution of hardware performance counters at execution time [50] , [51] . In this paper we propose a runtime-driven approach that exploits task criticality to determine which program parts can be executed at low frequency.
D. Reconfiguration Techniques
Multiple techniques to exploit heterogeneous architectures and reconfiguration capabilities have been proposed, such as migrating critical sections to fast cores [43] , fusing cores together when high performance is required for singlethreaded code [9] , reconfiguring the computational power of the cores [8] , folding cores or switching them off using power gating [4] , or using application heartbeats to assign cores and adapt the properties of the caches and the TLBs according to the specified real-time performance constraints [52] . Our proposal is independent from these mechanisms, which could be also applied. However, Vega et al. [4] show that multiple power-saving mechanisms (in their study, DVFS and powergating) can interact in undesired ways whereas a coordinated solution is more efficient. A coordinated solution of CATA and other power-saving mechanisms is left for future work.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Hardware mechanisms that allow reconfiguring the computational capabilities of the system are a common feature in current processors, as they are an effective way to maximize performance under the desired power budget. However, optimally deciding how to reconfigure the hardware is a challenging problem, because it highly depends on the behavior of the workloads and the parallelization strategy used in multithreaded programs. In task-based programming models, where a runtime system controls the execution of parallel tasks, the criticality of the tasks can be exploited to drive hardware reconfiguration decisions in the runtime system. This paper presents an integrated solution in which the runtime system of task-based programming models performs Criticality Aware Task Acceleration (CATA). In this approach the runtime system schedules tasks to cores and controls their DVFS settings, accelerating the cores that execute critical tasks and setting the cores that execute non-critical tasks to low-frequency power-efficient states. Since performing DVFS reconfigurations in software can cause performance overheads due to serialization issues, this paper also proposes a hardware component, the Runtime Support Unit (RSU), that relieves the runtime system of carrying out DVFS reconfigurations and can be seen as a minimal extension to existing TurboMode implementations [16] - [18] . With this hardware support, the runtime system informs the RSU of the criticality of the tasks when they are scheduled for execution on a core, and the RSU reconfigures the voltage and the frequency of the cores according to the criticality of the running tasks.
Results show that CATA outperforms existing scheduling approaches for heterogeneous architectures. CATA solves the blind assignment issue of FIFO schedulers that do not exploit task criticality, achieving improvements of up to 18.4% in execution time and 30.1% in EDP. CATA also solves the static binding and priority inversion problems of CATS, which results in speedups of up to 12.7% and improvements of up to 25% in EDP over CATS. When adding architectural support to reduce reconfiguration overhead, CATA+RSU obtains an additional improvement over CATA of 3.9% in execution time and 7.4% in EDP, while it outperforms state-of-the-art TurboMode as it does not take into account task criticality when deciding DVFS reconfigurations. 
